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Sasse: Saudi oil deal with China is 'big, bad thing,' 

that could be sign of global shift away from US 

Sasse warned of what could 

happen if other countries view 

the U.S. as 'weak' 

By Ronn Blitzer | Fox News      Video 

Sen. Ben Sasse on Russia-Ukraine war: US needs to 'rearm' Ukrainians 'constantly' 

Sen. Ben Sasse, R-Neb., joined 'Fox News Sunday' to discuss how the Biden administration is supporting the 

Ukrainians and what the U.S. should continue to do in order to help them prevail against Russia. 

News that Saudi Arabia is considering pricing oil sales to China using the Chinese yuan instead of the U.S. 

dollar has Sen. Ben Sasse, R-Neb., concerned the U.S. could be losing its footing on the world stage. 

 

The weak claim is totally bogus. It is simply war monger payoff speak 

for let’s spend more on war.  The US has nearly 800 military bases 

worldwide and spends probably 10 times what the next 10 nations do 

on war apparatus. This is about independence from US threats 

Everything is a matter of money. No business person, shopper or particularly a nation should have one supplier.  

Especially when that supplier in the case of the United States will use force, murder, and the destruction of their 

country if they do not buy from them.  Simply put, the US has to compete on the customers’ terms and if they do 

not, they lose. 
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In an interview with "Fox News Sunday," Sasse said this development, along with how the war between Russia 

and Ukraine develops, could send a message to the rest of the world that could have a significant impact. 

SAUDI ARABIA CONSIDERS ACCEPTING YUAN INSTEAD OF DOLLARS FOR CHINESE OIL 

SALES 

"Just this point of the Saudis pricing some of their commodity in Chinese currency or signaling that that’s 

where they’re headed, that is a big, bad thing," Sasse said. "But let’s take a bigger step up. The 10-year-out 

existential battle on the globe is between the United States and Western values against the Chinese Communist 

Party’s exported surveillance state oppression of peoples around the globe." 

Video 

Sasse then addressed why, if China is really a main concern, he is so worried about Russia and Ukraine.  

"Partly because Chairman Xi greenlit this invasion," Sasse explained. "And so we need to recognize that 

defeating Vladirmir Putin or helping the Ukrainians defeat Putin here is an important shot across the bow of 

Chairman Xi, who wanted to see if the West had any will to stand up to Putin because Xi desires to seize 

Taiwan." 

What a load of crap.  Western values are well known and it is a simple matter to observe how US politicians and 

governors view the people they are supposed to serve in the people’s republic.  There is nothing even close to 

describe that treatment as a value.  Simply put, the real problem in the world is not the people, but the 

functionaries, as the colonists called them.  They are all corrupt, bullying Absolute masters, Despots, and Tyrants. 

As for surveillance state oppression, Sasse spewing that BS in the United Surveillance State of America is a joke. 
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STATE DEPT REFUSES TO DETAIL 'RED LINE' IF CHINA PROVIDES SUPPORT TO RUSSIA 

AMID WAR IN UKRAINE 

Sasse went on to say that China’s objective of trying to "displace the dollar" is something the U.S. must 

monitor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sen. Ben Sasse, R-Neb.   

"We need to keep our eye on this because we need to demonstrate that freedom-loving peoples around the 

world would rather have U.S. leadership than Chinese oppression," Sasse said. 
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Sasse claimed that other countries would not gravitate toward China out of preference for its policies but out of 

concern that "America is weak."  

 

China “greenlit this invasion” is more BS.  This site lists multiple articles indicating the issue of Ukraine being in 

NATO with weapons was a redline for Russia, as the world’s leading experts discussed. The US and its allies 

promised they would not do it and lied.  China has taken the same position with Taiwan.  The US is simply a shit 

disturber and is being called out.  Russia does not need China to approve its own defense.   

Any nation that agrees to trade solely using the US dollar is run by idiots or cowards.  Read about dollar 

dependence and how it weakens a nation and exposes the nation to financial threats.  America has to learn to 

compete on equal terms or start a war and actually win it.  That is a whole other topic. 

Maybe Sasse better ask the Chinese people about that, along with the Vietnamese, the Koreans, the Afghans, the 

Iraqi’s and any other nation that benefits from America’s wonderful forced leadership and nationwide destruction of 

the country.  And if these people are so inclined, they must do it themselves. 
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"We need our commander in chief to be strong, both in these conversations with Chairman Xi but more 

proximately in this moment with arming the Ukrainians immediately and rapidly," Sasse concluded. 

 

America is a 1000-pound insane Gorilla.  There is nothing weak about it except for its incessant whining and sniveling 

like a bully that got kicked in the nuts.  America is not weak; it is just exposed.  If the world has had enough of US 

nonsense, then by Sasse’s definition the United States must now go around the world and create more terror, death 

and bloodshed to teach those nations that would DARE to stand up to it a lesson.   

The world has to quickly rally against that bullshit as quickly as possible.  They can use words like we are peaceful, 

we want a peaceful solution, we want to see commitments that all nations can rely on in law, we want to deescalate 

blah blah.  But under the covers they need to head for the exits of America’s theatre of murderous behavior as fast 

as possible.  And right now, the only nations that can stand up to it and help defend them are Russia and China.  

Even if involves erasing life on earth for a few hundred years.  Like Chernobyl.  The alternative is to become another 

Iraq, Afghanistan, or any other nation that is now “free”.  Free meaning free of the lives of millions of citizens, free of 

infrastructure, free of opportunity, food, medicines, the natural resources that are stolen, you name it. 


